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Future Events
Owens Creek ………………………………..…………..……....….3rd November
Belmunda ……………………………………….………..…….… 10th November
Roberts Lost Falls……………………….…………….…...……17th November
Annual General Meeting …………………………..….…....… 20th November
Rawson Creek………………………………….……….………...24th November
Christmas Camp ……………………………..……..………..7th – 8th December
Mt Dalrymple to St Helens Creek……………….………...25th – 27th January
Mt Etna Caving……………….…………….……….…………1st – 2nd February

AGM Reminder
Wednesday 20th November
Hope to see you there!

Must Be the
Weather!
Each walk lately
Seems to involve a
Shoe blowout

Xmas
Camp
7th & 8th
December
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From the Editor
A reminder to all that the AGM takes place on 20th November. Please come along and participate in the running of
the club.
The Christmas Camp will be held on the weekend of December 7th and 8th at Bev Swan’s place in the Marian area.
There will be no cost involved with the camp and the club will provide all food for the Saturday evening meal. The
camp is always lots of fun with plenty of laughs and frivolity. Many thanks to Bev and her family for allowing us to
hold our break – up camp on their property once again.
I was in Brisbane last weekend and caught up with Edie and Bill. Both are looking remarkably fit and healthy after
the transplant operation which was great to see. Hopefully they will be back in Mackay before too long.
Have a great month everyone.

Our Publicity Officer is Rob Kollin
robertskool@qld.chariot.net.au
Please email Rob any photos you think would
look good in the newspaper.

Items for the next newsletter should
be sent to
jennywooding@dodo.com.au
prior to 24th November

Key to Walks Grading System
Distance
S = short – under 5km
M = medium – 5-10km
L = long – over 10km

Terrain

Terrain

1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub
4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,
Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling
8-10 = Bush as above + thick scrub, major rock
Scrambling using hands, technical

1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners
4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required
8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only

Future Events
All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag from Garry before
undertaking your walk.

Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks
Owens Creek
Sunday 3 November
Leader:
6028
Depart:
Journey:
Map Ref:
Grade:

Estimated walking: 5 hours Total of all
uphill
sections:
280m Pace:
average Terrain: very uneven terrain
Vegetation: rainforest Expect: mostly rock
hopping, scrambles, swimming holes.

Frances Eiteneuer 4957
7:00am
135kms $13.50
Mirani 760286
M86

Owens Creek is about 14km north west of
Gargett. It is a most interesting creek
meandering through rainforest.
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Although this is a reasonably easy walk, it is
only suitable for walkers who are confident
rock hoppers. We are sure to encounter some
wait-a-while, so come prepared.

Rawson’s Creek
Sunday 24 November 2013
Leader: Kevin Smith 4969 6068
Depart: 7.00am
Journey: 140km $14.00
Grade: M76
Total Uphill: 350m
Terrain: Mostly rock hopping, possible
bush/rainforest scrambling.
Rawson’s Creek is the creek that joins Finch
Hatton Creek just near the Finch Hatton Gorge
area. Expect to see some of the infamous
Eungella Day Frogs, and possibly some
Eungella Tinker Frogs. The plan is to have a
fairly leisurely walk with time to look for some
frogs, as well as swims at the base of
waterfalls.

Belmunda
Sunday 10th November
Leader: Kathy Cant 4959 0762
Depart: 7am

Travel: 90km $9
Grade: S 44
This walk is in the small coastal area located
across Sand Bay south of Cape
Hillsborough. We will enjoy some beach
walking, rocky headland and fringe mangroves.
Be prepared for mosquitoes or sandflies. Also
the possibility of snakes.
Robert's Lost Falls
Sunday 17 November
Leader:
8474
Depart:
Journey:
Map Ref:
Grade:

Coral Morgan

Break up Camp
Saturday 7th and Sunday 8th December
4957

CO-ORDINATOR:
Jenny Wooding
49440236 0447091532
This year’s car based break up camp will be
held at Bev Swan’s property in the Marian
area. Please see mud map on the final page of
this newsletter for how to get there.
Arrival time: 2pm onwards on Saturday
afternoon.
Facilities available: bush toilet, shower, large
table and BBQ plate. Someone will need to
bring a gas bottle.
The club will provide nibbles, drinks (non
alcoholic) and food for the BBQ dinner on
Saturday night (including dessert) for those
who have booked with Jenny by Wednesday
4th December
All campers will need to bring camping gear,
swimming gear and all your own food for
Sunday.
We have decided to forgo the traditional
Sunday walk this year in favour of water
activities at the campsite.

7:00am
200kms $20.00
Mirani 643687
S64

Estimated walking: 5 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 280m Pace: slow to
average Terrain: very uneven, some sharp
steep
slopes
Vegetation:
rainforest Expect: leeches.
From the top of the range we drive to a point
towards the end of Dalrymple Road to park the
cars. Here we plunge over the side and follow
small creeks down to the top of the falls. A
short drop assisted by rope will be necessary
on the way but this is relatively easy. These
falls tumble more than 1000 feet on this top
branch of Cattle Creek.
IF YOU PHONE AND LEAVE A MESSAGE,
PLEASE LEAVE YOUR CONTACT NUMBER.
Induction 6.45pm/ Annual General Meeting
7.30pm
Wednesday 20th November
Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and
Community Support Association Centre 60
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and
visitors welcome. Induction by Kathy and Cheryl

Mt Dalrymple – St Helens Creek
Saturday – Monday 25th – 27th January2014
Leader:

Steven Morgan
(4954 0037, 0418 882 817)

This is early notice of this walk so that those
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who have it on their “must do list” can mark it on
their calendars now. The usual walk up to Mt
Dalrymple, then 2 days of solid rock hopping

following the creek to Cameron’s Pocket. Full
details as the date gets closer.

Previous Activities
The Junction
29 September
It was a hot day. Storms were threatening, but did not eventuate. Twelve of us set out along the tracks
at Finch Hatton Gorge. This is when the entertainment began. You would think an experienced veteran
bushwalker should know better. When you bring your Scarpars out of retirement their "souls" can't be
trusted to last for the day. Emergency "shoe firstaid" was required before long with elastoplast from
Bryan's kit being used extensively.
After negotiating many steps we reached the Wheel of Fire Falls
where some took to the cool pool. We then retraced our steps a
little way to the point where we detour up the hill. It was here
that the inevitable drama of repair job on number two shoe was
carried out. We climbed up and up and up, then across the top
and down to the left hand junction - spot on - thanks to Garry for
his assistance with navigation.
At this point Frances and I relaxed, soaking up the magical
serene environment, with a few grey swiftlets swirling overhead. The rest dashed off up the side creek
and back enjoying more water-falls, although the water level was lower than usual with less flow over
the falls.
We then worked our way further up Finch Hatton Creek to the base of Doolamai Falls for lunch and
more swimming. Robert was tempted by the cool water and displaying lack of foresight took off his
taped up shoes.
After lunch the real fun began when he needed to put his shoes
back on. It was hard exhausting work accompanied by much
advice and assistance from onlookers.
Scrambling up through wait-a-while infested scrub we all
reached the old abandoned track and viewed Doolamai
Falls from the top. We returned along the track via Eumerella
Lookout with Bryan and Robert (thank goodness the shoes
lasted) putting in a huge effort clearing the way.
A warm welcome back to the fold to Bryan Marshall after years away from Mackay. Dave from Finch
Hatton also joined us again. Newcomer was fit and able Tim. We look forward to seeing you again
around the ridges.
Thanks to all for your company and cooperation on the day.
Coral
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Denison Creek Camp
5th to 7th October 2013
As is usually the case, there is more wildlife to see on private property and
Denison Creek Station was no exception. We saw 2 mobs of kangaroos
on the drive into our camp spot. We saw a large python digesting a very
large meal, a green tree snake, a red bellied black snake, about 8 slate
coloured snakes of unknown type. There were dozens of large Eastern
Water dragons, hundreds of other dragons about 350mm long, and
hundreds of smaller 130mm long dragons that can run on top of the water.
We saw a lot of small skinks and dragonflies of the blue, red and yellow
variety. There were a few lightning fast rock wallabies that hopped up
almost vertical rocky walls. At one stage on the first evening some
people heard some growling noises. It was too faint for me to hear, but
from the description it sounded like it may have
been koalas. On day 3, I found a skull bone that
I could not identify, which turned out to be, in
fact a koala skull. So yes, there are koalas there
still. In the water we saw one saratoga fish, a number of cat fish and lots of
smaller fish. There was quite an assortment of birds including a small bird
similar to a leaden flycatcher that I am unable to identify. A pair of Peregrine Falcons put on quite an
aerobatic display at Kilimanjaro Falls.
Day 1 Saturday. Scrubby Creek
We drove in and set up camp beside scrubby creek. We then
walked up Scrubby Creek. There was still a bit of water flow but
not much. (It would disappear under rocks often) There were
some nice swim holes, which were taken advantage of by some.
When it came time to turn around and head back to camp, a
couple of us headed further up the creek a short distance. The
creek continued to reveal small water cascades that would be
very nice if only there was a bit more water flow.
Day 2 Sunday. Kilimanjaro Falls.
A day walk up to the base of Kilimanjaro Falls was a very enjoyable day. The falls are quite high but
again the very low water flow did not bring out their potential.
There was only a tiny amount of water but one could see they
would be quite spectacular with a big flow.
Day 3 Monday. Jubilee
Falls
We packed up the tents and
walked up a small tributary of
Scrubby Creek to Jubilee
Falls. I loved these falls,
though once again more flow would have been better. But the lack
of flow made it easy for a couple of us to climb up about 4 segments
of the falls. This part of the creek is very nice solid rocky climbing steps that continued above where we
were. It would be nice to go further up this creek on another trip.
Kevin
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The Terraces, Townsville
12th – 14th October
We set off from Eco Park campground at 7.40. Kevin introduces Townsville bushwalkers Keith and
Paula to Kathy and me. So, chatting and meeting we walk to a big black rock in the bush “what do you
guess we call this rock?” asks Keith… hooray got first time! - It is called Black Rock and indicates to
turn left and walk to The White Tree. – Yes there are at least thousands of white trees and millions of
black rocks around here, however, no two the same!- So you really got to know your trees and rocks,
these guys do! At exactly the right spot we head into Palm creek, cross it and follow its flow a short
while. On the left we meet Terraces creek, we follow it up hill to a lovely waterfall where we have
morning tea. – “Such a pretty spot near such an ugly town”….. oohps! – wrong thing to say… phew!
Now people are beating up Mackay, - our own beloved rainforest creeks and falls! – No, I won’t mention
any names…
“Ha, wait till you see more!” they promise, so up we go, quite
vertically, partly on roots. Above us looms an even bigger
waterfall, we have fun climbing it too. And of course above that
one waits another, still taller; with waterfalls bigger often is
better! A hazy view towards the coast is emerging. Then
Terraces fall, hits us in the eyes, a gigantic sparkling water
delight, sculpted out of red rock by time and water. Oookay! I
take it all back about ugly city… Further up we climb,
sometimes on perfect nature hewn stairways, sometimes by
pushing toes and fingers into cracks. It is getting hard to decide
which fall is the best! Up another and into the bush, “must be on top of the mountain now” I think, but
not at all! We find a magic swimming pool one long side of it is a huge curved rock face at a perfect
slippery-slide angle, bellow the magnificent Crystal Falls…..
but no, we can’t stay…. there is more… a solid rock wall
almost vertical out of which jets, well you guessed it, water!
It does not stop us, though we can touch the sky now, we
climb right through it, past rocks that actually hang in the air
(sort of) to meet a solid sheer flat wall, they call it the
Garden wall but I have never seen such a high wall around
any garden. It reminds me more of something Inca giants
might have built out of massive stone blocks, just the best
lunch spot.
This fall too can be climbed, over to the side a bit, about 20
min upwards await more falls apparently, but there is a rumble in the grey sky and we all know it would
be a tedious journey down slippery wet rocks, so we called it a day – to the disappointment of some.
But the excitement was not over, we found potential cassowary poo- no less! WOW… and also a lovely
refreshing swimming hole back in Palm creek before heading to the cars.
Thanks Kevin!
- I want to see more of Townsville’s beauty spots, but would love to show that mob some of our best
sights…..
Kate
(Editor: Those waterfalls look great)
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The Diggings – Bucks Creek Loop
Sunday 27th October
I advised in the last newsletter that numbers may have to be limited for this walk due to the availability
of 4WDs. Walkers rose to the occasion and we ended up leaving 3 large 4WDs in the carpark – even
Dan had the luxury of being driven.
Apparently it was a very hot day in town but for the 15 of us
who participated in this walk conditions were quite pleasant. As
promised we were at the waterfall and washtub for morning tea.
The leader was the first to shed extra clothing and jump into the
water but Therese wasn’t far behind. The temperature was
perfect for swimming. We peered into the murky waters of the
washtub but no one ventured in due to the presence of large
and very dead toads.
After a long, leisurely morning tea we continued downstream past the junction to
Bucks creek. From here it was an exploratory but Broken River was a pleasant
surprise. Not far past the junction we came to a large and deep water hole which
looked inviting but we continued on, the only delay being to stop for a boot repair.
Along the way we saw several smaller versions of the wash tub and your’s truly
couldn’t resist getting into one of them. We passed several other swimming holes
before deciding to return to the one near the junction for lunch. Again we took our
time and some us opted for another swim.
From here it was a short rock hop along Buck Creek until we came to a waterfall.
Just past it we headed up a short steep ridge until we met up with the road. From
here 4 people opted to return to the cars to wait for the rest
of us. Garry took over the leadership and led us to 2 of the
old gold mines. Karo seemed very keen to try her luck at
prospecting. We had planned to go back to the cars via a
third mine but looking at the dense thickets of lantana in our
way we decided not to face that battle and returned to the
road to head back to the cars.
Thanks to everyone who came along and made this such an
enjoyable day. It was good to welcome back some faces we
haven’t seen for a while and a new walker.
Jenny

Edie and Bill
Photo taken Monday 21st October
It’s great to see them both recovering so well.
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Mud Map for Christmas Break Up Camp
7th & 8th December

Drive about 1.5k along Mackay Eungella Road after going through Marian. On a slight rise you will
come to Mirani Boldon Road. Take this road drive for about 4 - 5 ks until you come to Swans Road,
follow Swans Road for about 400 - 500m around a corner, past three houses and then it will be a right
turn onto a headland and down to the river. Should be able to mark the spot where we turn onto the
headland.

River
Camp Site

X
N
Cane
Swan’s Rd

Cane

Marian

Mirani – Boldon Road
Mirani

Tram Crossing
To Eungella
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